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ABSTRACT: Large number of productions of TV shows today is due to rapid advancement in technologies, easy accessibility of 

resources and high demand of TV shows in the world of entertainment. Own regime in the world of entertainment has been 

built by each one in the market. Traditional one which is costly and time consuming is not used as number of productions and 

cost of production is very high nowadays which makes it important and challenging tasks to use simple methods to predict TV 

Show Popularity. Analysis of ongoing tweets flowing on twitter related to different TV Shows on Indian television has been 

studied in this particular study of us. Sentiments of people regarding to any TV Shows by analyzing tweets related to that 

shows can be explained by python scripts. using many in-build libraries like Tweedy, Text Blob and Matplotlib etc. these 

packages helps us to implement Twitter’s API any many other functionality to search for tweets about any TV Shows and 

analyze each tweet to see how positive or negative its emotion is by using these python scripts. We determine the popularities 

of shows among viewers on different shows based in the sentiment. 

INTRODUCTION 

We all know how television has if not taken control or at 

least affecting our lives. There are ample amount of TV 

shows channels having plenty of shows majorly based on 

comedy, singing and reality-based events. We can also see 

that viewers who missed the episode can watch them at 

the end of the week; it also tells us that people are more 

interested in television program. Adding to that today’s 

generation seems to be more interested in TV shows as 

there are shows curated for different individuals. TRP 

which is stands for television rating point can be found in 

many different ways. It is tool by which we can trace which 

programs are viewed most. With the help of TRP we can 

find the index choice of people furthermore the popularity 

of a particular channel. This is computed with the help of a 

device that is attached to TV of the no of users we want to 

know. These number are considered as a prototype for the 

overall TV shows in distinct fields. IT records the time as 

well as the program that one watches on an every day. 

They take average of 30 days which tells the status of 

views of channel. TRP is then compared among different 

TV programs. We have used k- mean and incremental k-

mean algorithm to compare the TRP furthermore with the 

rapid sharing of Websites, more and more people would 

like to become part of audiences in their daily 

entertainments. Even though many have tried different 

ways for the popularity prediction. Also, episodes released 

on weekends or holidays attracts more audiences than 

those on workdays because of suspense. Additionally, 

different episodes are released on different days. Hence, 

the prediction of popularity is an essential task. It’s quite 

easy to import data and exporting it into the graph. 

Graphical data is in the printable format. The main idea 

here is to find out TRP ratings. Most reality shows these 

days are concerned in dance, singing and acting related 

shows. We are trying to build such a system that will 

recognize people's sentimental comments on TV shows 

any given day. The tweets referring to any particular show 

will also be used. The comments will be gathered from 

various sources social networking websites like Twitter 

and Facebook. On this basis of people's comment we will 

rate the TV shows popularity. 

 

STUDY AREA AND CHARACTERSTICS 

 

In India, as demand of TV entertainment increases it led to 

release of different genres TV shows. Prime time shows 

describes the most popular TV channels. Star plus, Sony 

TV, Sony sab and Colors are one of the top rated channel 

and are covered under prime time. Information of top 

rated channel is gathered from twitter tweet using twitter 

API. 

 

Excel sheets helps in storing the data retrieved from 

twitter tweets. 

 

METHODOLOGY 

Methodology describes the idea of implementing and 

testing on the data. Python script is used for 

implementation. Python is very powerful and well reputed 

language for data science. Python community contributes 

several libraries to design well-structured solution for any 
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problem. Following methodologies shows the proposed 

solution: 

 

RAW DATA COLLECTION 

A large amount of data is required for performing analysis 

of TV shows. Tweedy is a twitter apian is created using a 

python script. By using keywords of particular TV shows 

we can fetch the tweets using the tweedy. The tweets 

which are fetched are stored in excel sheets for analysis. 

 

SENTIMENT ANAYSIS 

A library called Text Blob is used for recording the 

sentiments of each and every tweets. 

Text Blob is a well-defined library for processing textual 

data. For achieving natural language processing (NLP) 

tasks such as translation, classification, sentiment analysis, 

noun phrase extraction, etc. an API is provided which 

divides it. Three parameters are classified according to 

tweets sentiment such as positive, negative and neutral. 

According to the sentiment of tweets, script are classified 

in particular classes. 

 

PLOTING THE SENTIMENT 

Graphical representation is used for visualization of 

resultant data. Python provides many libraries which can 

be used for data visualization. Matplotlib is used to plot the 

result on 2D plane. The sentiments of tweets are classified 

as positive, negative and neutral according to graphical 

representation. 

  

POPULAR TV SHOWS 

The below pie-chart is displaying the sentiment regarding 

TV Show. We have created the excel sheets for comparing 

the popularity of TV shows. 

According to sentiments of tweets, we have mention the 

TV shows as positive, negative and neutral.  

 

“Yeh rishta kya kehlata hai” is the most popular one among 

all the show running on channel star plus. Competitor of 

yeh rishta kya kehlata hai is yeh hai mohabbatein and it 

can led back to it in future. 

 

Multiple TV shows are seen in Sony TV. From the plotted 

graph we can say “The kapil sharma” show is the most 

trending show among the audience. Positive sentiments 

are shown towards “Kaun banega crorepati”. It gets 

difficult on predicting who is most popular among these 

two shows on Sony TV. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

One of the well-known channel in Indian TV is Sony Sab 

because it has longest running show called "Tarak mehta 

ka oolta chashma". Recently, “tenali rama” is leading one 

and it has taken over “taarak mehta ka oolta chashma”. 

Positive sentiments are shown towards “tenali rama” as 

compared to “tarak mehta ka oolta chashma”. “Taarak 

mehta ka oolta chashma” has more neutral comments. 

Third most running show is “Jija ji chat par hain” after 

“tenali rama” and “taarak mehta ka oolta chashma”. 
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Shakti which is the trending show on Color has more 

neutral comment as compared to any other show on color. 

“Nagin” is the competitor show to “Shakti” on color 

channel. Coming to “Bigg Boss” it has received the more 

positive comment as compared to any other shows on this 

channel. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

Most popular TV shows on Indian TV are selected 
according to rating. After deep analysis “The kapil sharma 
show” is the most popular TV show dominating the 
entertainment industry. “Yeh rishta kya kehlata hai” is 
second highest viewed TV show. 
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